Submission

Step 1: Info submission

Using your Surname as Subject, email to beachgeography@gmail.com, separately for EVERY image submission, the following INFORMATION about the photo:

[a] category (from the list to the right)
[b] the photo’s title, location and year
[c] one-two sentences explaining the geographical significance of your photo
[d] your name

Step 2: Image submission

Submit to the Department of Geography in LA4-106 by April 12th:

- Print out of your information email
- an unmated and unframed color or black-and-white 8”x10” print of your photos. Include on the back of every print ONLY the photo’s [a] category + [b] title, location, and year. Do not include [c] and [d] your name on the photo
- If you wish your image to be returned at the end of the contest please provide a SASE
- You may also mail your application to:
  CSULB, Department of Geography, c/o Carol Philipp, 1250 Bellflower Blvd. Long Beach, CA 90840
- Email: beachgeography@gmail.com

The Categories

PL PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE (land/water emphasis)
FF FLORA OR FAUNA (plants or animals)
UL URBAN LANDSCAPE (the city / architecture)
RL RURAL LANDSCAPE (farm life or more)
PC PEOPLE/CULTURE (focus on people/culture)
GB Geography @ the BEACH (focus on beaches)
GA GEOGRAPHY IN ACTION (what geographers do)

We will vote for the BEST IMAGE across categories

Rules

Each contestant can submit up to a total of four different original photos not entered previously in our contest. You must select and indicate one category for each image. Photos must be your own images.

Images must not have been digitally altered in any way other than necessary cropping and resizing.

How do I win? A public exhibit of images will be held during the earth week. Winners will be chosen by popular ballot and awarded at the geography banquet in May.

Winners must provide an electronic copy of the photo to beachgeography@gmail.com.

Participation is open to all.